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9th ed , 1875-89 25v v 1-24, A-Z, v 25, Index—10th
ed 1902-03 llv (i e v 25-35) v 25-34, A-Z, v35, Gen-
eral index to 9th-10th eds
Encyclopaedia Bntannica, a dictionary
of arts, sciences, hteratuie and general
information llth ed Camb umv. pr ,
NY, Encyc Brit co , 1910-11 29v. il,
pi (part col) maps 30cm o p	032
v 1-28, A-Z, v29, Index Supplemented by 2 sets of
suppl volumes (1922, 3v , 1926, 3\ ) each set A-Z
Encyclopaedia Bntannica. 14th ed A
new survey of universal knowledge
Lond , Encyc Bnt co , N. Y, Encyc
Brit, me [c!929] 24v il, pi (part col)
maps, plans, facsims 28cm Subs , apply
to publisher	032
vl-23, A-Z, v24, Atlas and mde*
History* 1st ed 1768-71, 3v , 2d ed 1777-84, lOv ,
3d ed 1788-97, 18v , 4th ed 1801-10, 20v , 5th and 6th
eds , both practically reprints of the 4th, 1815-17 and
1822 respectively, Supplement to the 4th, 5th and 6th
eds , by McVey Napier, 1824, 6v , 7th ed 1830-42, 21v ,
8th ed 1853-60, 22v , 9th ed 1875-89, 25v 10th ed , not
a revision of the whole work but a supplement to the
9th ed , -with a combined index to the mam work and
this supplement, 1902-03, lOv llth ed , 1911 29v , 12th
ed , 1922 3v and 13th ed , 1926 3v, not revisions of
the whole work but supplements to the llth ed The
1926 supplement was intended by its publishers to re-
place the 1922 supplement and to be directly supple-
mental to the llth edition, aiming to bring that edition
to date on events, subjects, changes, etc , of the period
1910-25 For ordinary use it does replace it but not for
all purposes, as the 1922 volumes contain some material,
principally biographies, not included in the later sup-
plement
The most famous encyclopedia m English, and for
some purposes the best Differs from moist European
and American encyclopedias m its fundamental plan
winch, until modified m the 20th century editions, called
for a collection of important monographs on large sub-
jects, by specialists, often very scholarly and important,
with good bibliographies, good illustrations, but -with
no separate treatment of small subjects and no bio-
graphical sketches of living persons Small subjects were
treated only as parts of larger subjects and could be
found only through the index This plan, which was seen
most typically in the 9th edition, was modified some-
what in the supplementary 10th edition and still more,
to meet modem demands, in the llth ed In the 14tb
edition the traditional monographic policy has been
largely abandoned in favor of shorter articles under
more specific headings
Although the library fortunate enough to have sets of
all editions of the Bntannica, will still make occasional
use of the early editions for older subjects or points of
and events in a given subioct   Contains minv biogia-
phics and has a necrology list in each issue which is
somewhat rnoie accuiate for  dates of death  than the
concsponclmg list in the New international year book
Appleton's annual cyclopaedia and iegis-
ter of important events . . v [1]-15,
1861-75, v 16-35 (new ser, v.1-20) 1876-
95, v36-42 (3d ser, v 1-7) 1896-1902
NY, Appleton, 1862-1903 42v il, pi,
ports, maps 25cm op	031
— Gcncial indexes, 1861/75, 1876/87
N Y , Appleton, 1876, 1888 2v 25cm
Index for 1861/75 (v 1-15), 1876 442p , Index for
1876/87 (v 16-28, n s , v 1-12), 1888 144p Other indexes
included in the set are Index to new sciies v 1-20, 1876-
95, m n s v 20, p 769-866, Inde\ to 3d scnos v 1-7,1896-
1902, m 3d ser v 7, p 845-66
Published as an annual supplement to the American
cyclopaedia Of little use now as a faupplcment, but still
useful for (1) record of the events of a given year, espe-
cially the political, governmental, economic and military
evtnts, which are given, with gieater detail m this year
by year record than in lattr gencial accounts, volumes
covering the Civil War and Reconstruction periods are
useful to students of Ameiuan history, (2) many minor
articles, particularly obituaries and biographies, which
aio either omitted from later encyclopedias or given
briefer tieatmcmt than in the annual volume for the
year when the prison "was of especul interest
mteinational year book, a compen-
dium of the woilcfs progress, 1907-34
NY, Dodd, 1908-31, Funk, 1932-34*
v 1-28 pi, ports, maps 26cm. 1934v
$625.	031
Planned as a supplement to the New international
encyclopaedia, volumes 1907-13 supplementing the first
edition, volumes 1914-, the second edition The volume
for 1907 contains, in addition to the record for that
year, biief summaries of the events of 1903-06 An excel-
lent annual encyclopedia, on the same plan as the New
international encyclopaedia and useful both as a supple-
ment to that work and as an annual record of the
pi ogress and events in any subject Especially useful for
biography
Contains an annual necrology list which is sometimes
less accuiato for exact dates of death than the corre-
sponding list in the Americana annual Pieeeded by the
International year book, 1898-1902 (N Y , Dodd, 1899-
1903 5v )
British
Encyclopaedia Bntannica; a dictionary
of arts, sciences and geneial literature
9th[-10th] ed Edm, Black, 1875-89,

